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Abstract—This paper studies how learning techniques can be
used by the congestion control algorithms employed by transport
protocols over 5G wireless channels, in particular millimeter
waves. We show how metrics measured at the transport layer
might be valuable to ascertain the congestion level. In situations
characterized by a high correlation between such parameters
and the actual congestion, it is observed that the performance
of unsupervised learning methods is comparable to supervised
learning approaches. Exploiting the ns-3 platform to perform an
in-depth, realistic assessment, allows us to study the impact of
various layers of the protocol stack. We also consider different
scheduling policies to discriminate whether the allocation of radio
resources impacts the performance of the proposed scheme.
Index Terms—5G, millimeter waves, machine learning, congestion control, network simulation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Millimeter wave (mmWave) is believed to be one of the
key radio technologies to cope with the capacity requirements
of 5G communications [1], [2]. However, due to its high
frequency working range, it poses additional challenges [3].
Among others, the mmWave physical channel exhibits high
oxygen absorption, diffraction and penetration losses, which
lead to highly varying physical capacity. At the transport layer,
this capacity variability might be perceived as congestion,
so mechanisms could be triggered to reduce the traffic rate.
This way, transport layer protocols, such as TCP, cannot fully
harness the communication capacity.
Legacy loss-based congestion control algorithms, such as
Cubic, misbehave when bottleneck buffers are large, leading
to buffer-bloat situations, and performance hindering, when
buffers are small [4]. In addition, these algorithms do not
appropriately deal with throughput reduction over wireless
links, which cause an infra-utilization of the corresponding
resources (wireless channel).
In the latest years, new delay-based congestion control
algorithms have been proposed to overcome these limitations
[5]–[7], offering a better performance over cellular networks.
However, they also proved ineffective [8] in certain 5G scenarios. In the particular case of mmWave, there exist studies [9]–
[11] that show some of the issues considering the interplay of
congestion control algorithms with such wireless technology,
and compare the performance of existing algorithms.
In this work, we present the initial steps towards an appropriate and holistic design of congestion control algorithms,

which would be able to learn congestion state over mmWave
channels.
In particular, we consider one of the distinctive features of
this technology. It is known that channel fading leads to long
delay situations, but once it becomes reliable again, communication capacity increases very quickly. On the other hand, over
the transport (wired) network, delay due to network congestion
takes place at a different pace. Having this difference in mind,
it would be appealing to differentiate both phenomena and
adapt the congestion control algorithm accordingly. We also
assume that losses are very rare in the wireless segment,
due to FEC and ARQ techniques used at different levels in
the protocol stack of cellular networks. Altogether, in this
paper we focus on the characterization of the delay over
mmWave access networks, and we analyze the potential to
predict congestion (channel fading) at the transport layer, by
exploiting machine learning techniques.
The congestion prediction aims to mimic the behavior of
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) scheme [12], [13],
where packets are marked by routers when buffer occupancy
exceeds a certain threshold. This feedback eventually reaches
the sender, which accordingly modifies the sending rate, as
in [14]. Nevertheless, this function is not enabled in most
routers [15]. Machine learning in congestion control solutions
has been exploited in the past [16] and congestion learning
has been particularly analyzed [8], [17]. In [17] congestion
learnability is analyzed in general, but the authors do not
consider the particular features of mmWave channels. On
the other hand, in [8], learnability of congestion is mmWave
networks is addressed, but the network emulation does not
consider the relationship of the congestion and other protocol
stack elements of the cellular access network.
All in all, the contributions of this paper are:
•

•

•

We consider a realistic full stack implementation, so
that the results take into account how specific network
configurations may impact the congestion state.
Exploiting the aforementioned protocol stack, we analyze
the relationship of buffer length increase in the wireless
access network, and we evaluate metrics that could be
used to predict congestion at the transport layer.
We showcase the influence of different network configurations over the congestion state and such metrics,
considering in particular scheduling policies.

We analyze the potential of using unsupervised learning
for congestion prediction, and we compare them with
supervised solutions.
• The tools and code used for this work are available in a
public code repository 1 .
The paper is structured as follows: in Section II we present
the network setup and the information obtained for the congestion learning. Afterwards, we analyze the relationship of
the network state with the congestion metrics, under different
scenarios and network configurations in Section III. Then,
congestion learning is studied in Section IV, where supervised
and unsupervised algorithms are compared. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V, summarizing the outcomes of
the research presented herewith and providing an outlook of
our future work.
II. S CENARIOS AND MEASUREMENTS
In this section we describe the scenario that we consider
and the procedure that we follow to obtain the data that is
afterwards analyzed. In our previous work [8], the whole endto-end network was emulated by using the MahiMahi [18] link
emulator, which provides cellular-channel traces. Although
this type of setup enables the analysis of the overall system
behavior, it does not allow us to isolate the contribution of the
different network segments to the end-to-end behavior. On the
other hand, in this work we rely on the ns-3 [19] platform and,
in particular, on the mmWave extension described in [20], [21].
This way, we are able to obtain information from different
layers of the protocol stack, and to better understand how
network configuration may impact the potential prediction of
the congestion state.
A. Scenario setup
The evaluation scenario consists of one user and one
mmWave base station, as depicted in Figure 1. We acknowledge that we would need to consider the influence of other
users, since their traffic might actually impact the perceived
congestion. However, considering that we only aim at studying
the congestion over the wireless access segment, and that it has
a very high capacity, we can safely state that congestion would
be little influenced by other users. In addition, this setup eases
the analysis of the different metrics used for the congestion
prediction.
Although there exist different channel models [22], [23],
in this work we focus on the one defined by the 3GPP [24].
In particular, we apply the urban macro channel model, where
both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight situations may happen,
depending on the distance, as described in [24]. For each
scenario configuration the user remains static at a certain
distance from the base station, and the mmWave channel
matrix is updated every millisecond. For simplicity, both UE
and base station are equipped with a single antenna, and we
assume the beam is perfectly oriented towards the direction
of the receiver node. In addition, the scenario is configured
1 https://github.com/ldiez/mmw
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Fig. 1: Simplified scenario representation

with 4 self blocking obstacles with the use equipment staying
in portrait mode. Extending this analysis to more complex
scenarios, considering a larger number of users, other channel
models, or more antenna elements, will be part of our future
work. However, the methodology would not change, and the
extension to consider such elements would be rather straightforward.
Due to the relevance of the RLC protocol in our study,
it is interesting to briefly describe its purpose and possible
configurations. Among other tasks, RLC protocol is responsible for segmentation and reassembly of RLC-SDUs coming
from the PDCP protocol, see Figure 1. In addition, it ensures
duplication detection and deletion, as well as in-order delivery
to the upper layer. When configured in acknowledged mode
(AM), this protocol also implements ARQ, to provide reliable
link-level communications, and the connection is closed if the
maximum number of retransmissions is exceeded.
As for the MAC and link layers, we enable hybrid automatic
repeat request (HARQ) in our setup, and we configure the RLC
protocol in the AM mode, since it is the most common configuration. It is worth noting that, with this configuration, losses
over the access segment are very unlikely, and so are neglected
in our analysis. Hence, congestion control mechanisms would
be mainly initiated due to delay (i.e. RTO timer expiration in
TCP), provided large buffers exist in the rest of the notwork,
thus ensuring no losses.
Finally, we use a constant bit rate traffic pattern, using UDP
as transport protocol, so congestion control does not occur.
The reason behind using UDP is to analyze the relationship
between congestion in the access segment and the metrics
that may be gathered at transport level. On the other hand, if
we had used TCP the observed relationship would have been
influenced by the particular congestion control algorithm, thus
hiding the relationship of the analyzed metrics.
B. Metrics
In order to analyze the relationship between congestion in
the radio access segment and its impact on the transport layer,
we have defined a set of metrics to be gathered from the
different levels of the protocol stack. It is worth recalling
that, as shown in Figure1, we assume infinite capacity in
the transport network, implemented with a 100GB/s pointto-point link.
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Fig. 2: System parameters with distance and traffic rate of 30
meters and 20 Mbps, respectively, using the greedy scheduler
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Physical layer: although the mmWave physical channel is
seen as a black-box to the upper layers, we measure its
evolution to understand how its capacity variation translates to upper-layers metrics. Particularly, we monitor
the amount of data sent to the physical channel as the
transport-block-size actually used in each transmission
opportunity. This parameter is relevant to understand
how some network configurations, such as the scheduler
policy, may impact the whole system behavior, including
congestion-related metrics at transport layer.
MAC layer: in this layer we specifically focus on the
RLC protocol. Congestion in the access segment due
to physical channel fluctuations translates into a higher
buffer occupancy at the access-stratum protocol stack.
Although other buffers exist at the physical layer to
implement the HARQ, the main storing takes place at the
RLC level. We monitor the evolution of the RLC buffer
length, as an indicator of the level of congestion in the
access network. It is calculated as the difference between
bytes received at the protocol instance and those that were
sent and acknowledged, so that it considers the actual
occupancy of transmission and re-transmission buffers.
In our scenario configuration, RLC buffers are considered
to have an infinite capacity, so that RLC SDUs are not
dropped.
Transport layer: considering that, with the aforementioned setting, losses are rather unlikely, congestion is
viewed at the transport layer by a delay variation. For
that reason, we registered the packet delay as well as the
inter-arrival-time (IaT). While these metrics would not be
directly accessible from the congestion control algorithm,
both can be easily estimated by means of the roundtrip-time (RTT) and the time between ACK segments,
respectively.
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Fig. 3: System parameters with distance and traffic rate of 30
meters and 50 Mbps, respectively, using max weight scheduler

III. C HANNEL - CONGESTION RELATIONSHIP
After describing the scenario setup, we analyze the relationship of the above metrics under various scenario configurations, characterized by the distance between user and
base station, and so the channel quality, as well as the user
traffic rate. Besides, we apply different schedulers, to analyze
whether this impacts the transport layer metrics.
A. Scheduling policy impact
First, we show the temporary evolution of the parameters
described in Section II to illustrate the impact of the scheduler
policy on the transport level metrics. In particular, we have
used two different schedulers. The first one is a greedy
scheduler that allocates radio resources according to the RLC
buffer status and the selected modulation and coding scheme
(MCS), while the second one is the well-known max-weight
algorithm [25].
As an example, Figures 2 and 3 depict the instantaneous
evolution of the different metrics during 3 seconds, in a
scenario where the user is 30 meters away from the base
station and the traffic rate is set to 50 Mbps. We show the bytes

sent to the physical channel in kB, the RLC buffers’ occupancy
in kB, as well as the packet delay and IaT in milliseconds.
As can be observed in Figure 2, the traffic in sent to the
physical channel in a bursty manner, leveraging those periods
with good channel conditions (i.e. LoS). This yields a clear
variation of the RLC buffer occupancy, which increases when
the transmitted traffic is low, and gets empty periodically,
concurring with longer physical transmissions. In turn, the
results also evince that the delay observed at the transport layer
follows a similar pattern to that of the RLC buffer. Opposed
to that, the IaT exhibits a different behavior.
Then, Figure 3 shows that the max-weight scheduler renders
a different behavior. Again, the traffic is sent in bursts, but with
different periodicity and burst duration. As can be seen, it leads
to different patterns of the RLC buffer length, as well as of
the parameters measured at the transport layer. Nevertheless,
in both cases the delay seems to be a good metric for the
buffer occupancy.

B. Correlation analysis
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Fig. 4: Linear correlation between the RLC buffer and transport level metrics using the greedy scheduler
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After observing the network behavior at the different levels, we have broadened the analysis, considering different
scenarios, to better understand the influence of the network
configuration (i.e. scheduler) and the particular characteristics
of the scenario setup. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the linear
correlation of the RLC buffer occupancy with both the delay and the IaT for the greedy and max-weight schedulers,
respectively. This analysis has been carried out over scenarios
with different traffic rates and distances between user and base
station (as shown in the x-axis), for connections lasting 30
seconds. Traffic rates are chosen in the range [10, 1000] Mpbs,
and the distances are set to ensure that communication was not
dropped due to timer expirations.
Figure 4 yields interesting results. First, we can observe that
the delay correlation is much higher than the one seen for the
IaT, thus making it a better metric to predict the congestion.
In addition, we can see that, for small distances (10 and 20
meters), the delay correlation is almost zero, and it just slightly
increases (still being rather low) for the configuration using
30 Mbps. The reason is that, under those circumstances, the
good channel conditions are very good, thus ensuring LoS
almost all the time. Therefore, the variations in the different
parameters do not influence each other. Finally, the figure
also shows that the delay correlation decreases as the traffic
rate increases, while it is less dependent of the corresponding
distance between user and base station.
On the other hand, Figure 5 yields slightly different trends.
While the delay correlation is remarkably higher than that
of the IaT, there is not a clear trend as we increase the
traffic rate. Interestingly, the higher delay correlation with this
configuration is seen with the largest data rate (1 Gbps).
These results indicate that, as expected, there exists a relationship between the channel quality and the delay measured
at the transport layer. However, we also observe that such
correlation strongly depends on the network configuration (i.e.
scheduling policy), which is unknown at the transport layer.
Then, it would be necessary to exploit additional metrics or
other relationships to identify congestion in all scenarios.
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Fig. 5: Linear correlation between the RLC buffer and transport level metrics using the max-weight scheduler

After analyzing the evolution and relationship of the different parameters, we discuss in this section the potential to
predict congestion events, based on the delay-related metrics.
This way, it would be possible to mimic the behavior of
the ECN scheme used in congestion control algorithms like
DCTCP, without requiring neither the intermediate routers nor
the receiver to enable this feature.
The congestion prediction is modeled as a mapping from
delay and IaT quantities to 0 or 1 labels, which represent
congestion and no-congestion events. This is a 2-class classification problem, for which supervised learning algorithms, such
as Support Vector Machine (SVM), can be applied. However,
from a practical perspective, obtaining the training information
required for the supervised learning may be expensive in
terms of time and memory. For that reason, it seems sensible

exploring unsupervised learning algorithms, and study their
potential to predict congestion. Having this in mind, in this
section we compare the prediction performance of an unsupervised learning algorithm, K-means, with that drawn by SVM,
which is thus used as a benchmark. Taking into account the
results obtained in the previous section, learnability analysis is
performed over scenarios where correlation is not negligible,
and so we ensure that prediction is indeed feasible.
Concretely, from the set of scenarios described and analyzed
in Section III we focus on those with a distance of 30 meters
between user and base station, and analyze the algorithms’
performance as we increase the traffic rate. Due to space
limitations we only use the traces obtained with the greedy
scheduler. In addition, we define the congestion events by
setting a threshold to the RLC buffer of 5 MB.
Before applying the algorithms, the dataset was scaled so
that delay and IaT samples become comparable. Each feature
was scaled to be in the [0, 1] range. Although different weights
can be given to each parameter, in this work both features
are given the same relative importance. For both algorithms
and the different traffic rates, we have obtained the following
parameters:
•

•

•

Precision: it is the ratio of correctly predicted positive
observations to the overall positive observations. It therefore shows the probability that a predicted congestion
event corresponds to an actual congestion event; this is,
how trustworthy the positive prediction is.
Recall (sensitivity): it is defined as the ratio of correctly
predicted positive observations to all actual positive observations. This metric tells us the probability of detection
of a congestion event.
Accuracy: it is the ratio of correct predictions to the
overall number of observations. While this metric is valid,
it can yield misleading results when the classification
problem is unbalanced.

Figure 6 depicts the prediction metric of both algorithms.
As can be observed when the data rate is low and medium
(up tp 50 Mbps), both algorithms are able to provide a
good prediction. These rates correspond to correlation values
between buffer occupancy and delay of ≥ 0.6, as was depicted
in Figure 4. It is worth noting that the high accuracy shows
that the predicted congestion is an actual congestion event
with high probability. Additionally, the high value of the recall
metric is an indication that most of the congestion events are
succesfully identified by both algorithms.
On the other hand, when traffic rate is high, the prediction
metrics worsen. In particular, the precision and recall deterioration with K-means indicate that congestion prediction could
not be trusted with high rates. In addition, we also see that the
accuracy is less impacted by the traffic rate, as a consequence
of the imbalance between the number of congestion and nocongestion observations.
Furthermore, for the scenarios we consider, we have seen
that supervised and unsupervised learning, SVM and Kmeans respectively, yield comparable performances for low
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Fig. 6: Congestion prediction metrics of the SVM and Kmeans algorithms. Greedy scheduler is used and distance is
set to 30 meters

and medium traffic rates. Indeed, unsupervised learning exhibits slightly higher precision, at the expense of lower recall.
Finally, it is worth noting that, for both algorithms, prediction
is mostly based on the delay metrics, while the IaT provides
little information to separate the samples, being a direct
consequence of the low correlation between buffer occupancy
and IaT, as was observed in Figure 4.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed how prediction techniques,
based on observable metrics, can be exploited by congestion
control algorithms of transport protocols when used over 5G
wireless channels. This brings interesting possibilities for the
appropriate design of transport protocols, since legacy schemes
behave rather poorly over prominent 5G wireless channels
(for instance, mmWave). The results have shed some light
regarding some of the the particular metrics that should be
considered and the circumstances where they can yield some
benefits.
In particular, we have seen that congestion over the wireless
access segment does not only depend on the physical channel
characteristics, but also on how radio resources are exploited,
i.e. scheduling policies. Furthermore, we ascertained that the
correlation between congestion and transport protocol measurable parameters (delay and inter-arrival-time) depends on the
particular scenario setup and network configuration. In this
sense, we could see that some situations are characterized
by having a rather strong correlation between the analyzed
parameters. Hence, the proposed approach brings interesting
benefits in these circumstances.

Furthermore, the analysis that was carried out shows that,
under such beneficial situations, the performance of unsupervised learning techniques was comparable to that exhibited by
supervised ones. On the other hand, we would need to promote
methods to improve congestion learning in circumstances
where the correlation is lower.
In our future work, we plan to broaden this analysis, by
increasing the complexity of the scenario: considering more
users, different mobility patterns, as well as network deployments (including more complex physical layer configurations).
Also, we will consider different learning techniques, both by
improving the input parameters (for instance, filtering the data
with moving averages), or exploiting other algorithms (e.g.
Hidden Markov Models or Gaussian Mixture Models). We
will also thoroughly look at congestion events, comparing the
patterns caused by congestion at the wireless segment with
those coming from the transport (edge-to-edge) network. This
would allow us to better adapt the learning algorithms to
the phenomenon that caused the congestion. Finally, we also
plan to extend the classification techniques, including various
wireless-based congestion situations.
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